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Description
Usability bugs - not showstoppers but could use some polishing.

- no handling or warning if you subscribe a user without an email.
- No way to skip the confirm your subscription?
- Download the log file displays a blank page in the browser - temp/public/newsletter-log-2.txt
- adding a subscriber, selecting a user but checking "Add Email" crashes Tiki. (unhandled null)
- no way to filter or recognize anonymous spam bots

Solution
therefore will not use knowing that if a newsletter (an article that is) is sent, all these spambots will also be spread

Workaround
- No way to skip the confirm your subscription?
  - That seems to be what the "validate email" checkmark pertains to.
- Re spambots: therefore will not use knowing that if a newsletter (an article that is) is sent, all these spambots will also be spread
Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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